
SELF-PUBLISHING

H U R R AY !  YO U  C A M E  B A C K !



DISCUSSION

• On Monday we worked with styles to format your book

– How is that going for you?

– Have you run into problems?

• Do you feel confident to move on to the next part of formatting?



OVERVIEW

• Back & Front Matter, Author Bio, Back Cover Copy

• Page setup

– Page size

– Margins/Gutters

– Headers & Footers

– Images



FRONT AND BACK MATTER

• Acknowledgements, dedications, copyright pages, author’s notes, guides, table of contents, 

pronunciation guides, maps, disclaimers, etc.

• For personal bits like acknowledgements and dedications, think short and sweet, professional and 

heartfelt.

• For maps, guides, and other potential front matter, remember that each page adds to the total 

length (and cost) of your book. Does your reader need it?

• Look at how other books handle these pages.

• Think about how you read these pages in other books.

• These pieces are short, so print them out to proofread them carefully.

• I generally create a style for front and back matter using the same font but no hanging indent/first 

line indent. Most professional books don’t use indents and utilize block spacing (double) between 

paragraphs for front and back matter.



BACK COVER COPY

• What do you want the back of your book to say?

• Look at other book like yours to get an idea of what others are doing.

• Shoot for 200-250 words to fit comfortably on the back.

• If you’re self-publishing, this back cover copy will also serve as the book’s description.

• See Resources page for more information. Writing back cover copy is a skill unto its own.

– For fiction, try character + problem + complication + what character does about problem

– For non-fiction, show the reader what they can gain by reading the book (address their problem, 

provide solution)



AUTHOR BIO

• Keep it short and sweet.

• Use third person.

• Don’t grind axes or justify your book’s existence.

• Do use relevant information and relevant publications.

• Stay professional. Or don’t.

• Study other midlist/new writer’s bios.



BONUS FORMATTING TIP:

• Once every bit of text is treated with a style, congratulations! The most time-consuming 

aspect of formatting is over

– Save and back this up

– Create your root eBook file now. “Save as” and tuck this file aside for later.

• You’ll want to keep your file names clear so you don’t start making changes to the wrong file.

• I use something like “Book Title POD doc.docx” or POD version and then a save-as/copy for each ebook

aggregator/retailer. For now, “Book Title ebook.docx” will suffice.

• If you are not finished editing the text, wait until you are completely done with proofreading 

and making changes before you make these copies.



BOOK DESIGN

• Following modern book conventions will make your book look more professional and easier 

to read

– Page numbers: for your body text only

• blank pages, front and back matter, and breakout pages should not have page numbers. Front matter and 

back matter may have Roman numerals, if desired.

• Page numbers should be in the header or footer only.

– Headers and footers should not be placed on blank pages or front and back matter or breakout 

pages

– For lack of a technical term, breakout pages are pages with just an image or section/chapter name, 

no text or other content



PAGE SETUP IN WORD

Available Page (Trim) Sizes



TRIM SIZE AND 
DISTRIBUTION
• If you want to publish your book, 

you will need to choose one of the 
Industry Standard sizes to make 
sure it can be distributed to online 
bookstores

• If you want to publish your book 
with cream paper, you must choose 
the sizes listed at the top of this 
image

• If you want to keep your book 
private, you can choose any of 
these sizes as long as you stay 
under the maximum page count



GUTTERS AND MARGINS

• Margins are the blank space between the edge of the paper to the start of the text; gutter is 

the inside margin, where the spine is)

• Margins need to be at least .25”

• Gutter is determined by book length

– Larger books need larger gutters to avoid breaking the spine while reading

– Once you have most of your book formatted, you’ll have a good idea on length (within a few pages)

– Once enabled, gutters might make your document display ‘backwards’ (image to follow)





MARGINS & GUTTERS

This page set up comes directly from 

Createspace’s 6x9” template.

Note how the inside margin and gutter 

together equal 1” total gutter (I don’t know 

why there’s a distinction.)

‘Mirror margins’ activates the right-and-left 

page orientation you’ll need for your book.

If you’re using a template, you will want to 

check the provided gutter against your book 

length (see chart on next page). 1” gutter will 

cover the longest books, but it’s also a lot of 

extra space for shorter books.



CREATESPACE’S GUTTER 
RECOMMENDATIONS

• You can choose larger margins 

(more white space), but you 

cannot go smaller



• Final page settings for my 

novel – a 340 page book 

(recommended .625” 

minimum)



HEADERS AND FOOTERS IN WORD



PAGE NUMBERING

These instructions are also available on

Microsoft Word’s support website.

Find the link on our resources page.



REMOVING HEADERS ON SELECT 
PAGES

• To remove headers & footers from front and back matter, use the same Section Break 

technique found on the previous page (create a section for front matter, remove header)

• Image on next screen, taken directly from Word’s support pages. Link to full walk-through 

available on resources page.



REMOVING 
HEADERS ON SOME 
PAGES



IMAGES IN YOUR INTERIOR

• Use high quality images (300 dpi)

• Make sure you have rights/permission to 

use image

• Use the insert and format commands

– Do NOT copy and paste

• Add graphs, charts, and spreadsheets as 

images

• Turn off photo compression in word 

(File>Options>Advanced)



INSERTING IMAGES

• Insert > Picture > (choose image)

• Right Click > Format Picture



FORMATTING IMAGES



HOMEWORK
• Sign up for a createspace account and be ready to log in on Friday

– We will walk through the process. If you do not have files ready, you can use a template or ‘dummy’ 

file to get a feel for how it works

• Inputting information for your project

• Uploading files

• Using the proofer to see how your pages will look

• Creating a cover

• Choosing options like trim size, paper color, interior setup

• Choose how you will get an ISBN (more to follow)

• Study Covers and decide if you need to commission a cover or want to try designing your 

own



ISBNS

• ISBN is a number that identifies your book. Bookstores need this to order physical print books.

• eBooks do not need an ISBN

• If you decide to use a digital printer or offset printer, you will need to provide your own ISBN

• Createspace offers a free ISBN or allows you to buy one independently.

– Using free Createspace ISBN lists Createspace as publisher of book, but otherwise the ISBN is completely valid and 

works like any other ISBN

– Purchasing your own can be expensive. One unique ISBN costs $125, ten cost $250, one hundred cost $575.

– Many self-publishers use the free ISBN option, but larger (and very prolific) authors choose to buy a large packs of 

ISBNs to list their imprint as publisher for all their anthologies, magazines, shorts, and novels. This way, they can change 

printers while still keeping the same listing.

– This is a permanent decision. If you change your mind later about using your own ISBN, you will need to unpublish the 

book and list it all over again



COVERS... A VERY IMPORTANT 
DECISION

• Think about your cover. Design your own, buy a premade, use a service, or commission your own

– Study other covers of books like yours. Study, study, study.

– Create a rough mockup of what you want. Even if you commission a designer, you’ll need to communicate what you have in 
mind.

– On Friday, we’ll walk through two online services to create your cover – Createspace’s cover creator and Canva.com

• Free!

• But you make all the design decisions—colors, fonts, layout.  You provide your own images or buy them from stock photo sites or within 
Canva.com

– Search premade covers online and see what’s out there

• Premades can cost between $50-200

• What you see is what you get

– Commission a cover from a professional designer

• Probably the best results

• Most expensive—$200+++


